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The authors submlt in this páper a brief analysis of some problems invol- 
ved in the determination of the water amount In the snowpack, either by 
direct measurements or by Indlrect evaluation, and also describe the obtal 
ned results. In the focus of the research were problems connected with the 
determination of the snow amount, the evaluation of the measured data, 
the computation of the water amount in the snowpack as well as the chan- 
ge of water equivalent with the altitude, including also the regionalization 
of those relatlons on the territory of Slovakia. In addition, results of re
search on the extrapolation of results from direct measurements from un- 
forested to forested areas are prezented, as well as the results of research 
on the indlrect evaluation of the water amount in the snowpack from the 
basic meteorological elements.

INTRODUCTION

Even if taking into account the various aspects of the research on the snow 
cover in our country (14], yet one of the dominant problems from the point 
of view of water economy is the problém of how large and how distributed 
in time and in space is the water amount in this huge natural reservoir. The 
solution to this problém is not simple, nevertheless serious efforts mušt be 
made in obtaining the utmost accuracy in the solution to this problém. It is 
the decisive factor in the more economical utilization of the water accumula- 
ted in the snowpack; in addition, it also affects the protective measures aga- 
inst the unfavourable consequences arising from the concentrated runoff from- 
the melting snow. Any forecasting technique of runoff from snowmelt, no 
matter f or what purpose developed [short—term or seasonal runoff from 
melting snow, the most economical utilization of the water storage, or pro- 
tection against floods, etc.), requires highly accurate data, these being the 
key-factor mostly affecting the accuracy and the effectiveness of the applied 
of forecasting method. In the submitted páper authors review the present si- 
tuation in the determination of the water amount in the snowpack of moun
tain catchments on the territory of Slovakia within the framework of the re-
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rearch programme of the Institute of Hydrology and Hydraulics of ttie Slovák 
Academy of Sciences. The problems are briefly elucldated from the methodolo- 
gical point of view, there are described the applied procedures and also are 
referred to prevlous results described in the already published papers.

With the aim to obtain a better accuracy in the calculation of the water 
amount in the snowpack at a fixed datum we háve focused our attention to 
a group of problems linked with the measurements of snow accumulation (net- 
works, devices and methods of measuring), with the processing of the measu- 
red data, with the calculation of water content in the snowpack. Besides that, 
attemps were niade to find out the relations between the water equivalent of 
the snowpack and the altltude above sea level including the regionalization 
of these relations on the territory of Slovakia (Turčan J.).

At the same time subject to investigation was also the problém of obtaining 
more accurate data on the water amount directly measured in the snowpack 
over the watershed taking as a basis the complex relationship between the 
main hydrologlcal parameters of the snowpack on the forested and unforested 
areas of the watershed [Babiaková, G). A further problém was the indirect 
evaluation of the water amount in the snowpack by means of the basic mete- 
orological elements (S i m o, E.).

EVALUATION OF THE WATER AMOUNT IN THE SNOWPACK OVER THE CATCHMENT 
AREA BY MEANS OF DIRECT MEASUREMENTS

The complexity of this evaluation Is directly proportional to the complexity 
of the regime of the snow cover formation, characterized by a large variability 
both in space and time.

The hydrological research, involving the determination of the snow storage 
or of the water content in the snowpack, necessarily has to také Into account 
the complexity of distribution of the snow accumulation.

The entire problém of the direct determination of the water content in the 
snow cover Involves two dosely linked groups of questions: the flrst group 
includes the measurement of the snowpack accumulation, and the second 
group the evaluation of the measured data and the calculation of the water 
content in the snowpack. The both groups of questions háve not been answe- 
red satlsfactorily so far, respectively there problems are still in the stage of 
solution, not only in our region, but all over the worid.

As far as regards the direct measurement of the snow accumulation, much 
attention has been paid to the following problems: devices for the measure
ment of the depth, density, and water equivalent of the snowpack, their appli- 
cation at the measurement point, the selection of sites for measuring the hy
drological characteristlcs of the snowpack, the organization of the snow meá- 
surement network, etc. All these questions formed the first stage of the rese
arch programme in snow hydrology at our Institute. The works published by 
V. Kozlík (4, 5, 6) analyse in detail the snow-measurement network esta- 
blished in Czechoslovakia from the standpoint of accuracy and representati- 
veness of the snowpack measurements. The research work on the representa- 
tiveness of the snow measuring methods rěsulted in the design of the so called 
genetic-geographical network (7, 16], the principle of which is the selection
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and suitable distributlon of the snow measuring elements (point, course, zone,. 
model] over the area so, as to make the measured data representative for the 
adjacent area with the required accuracy.

In the mentioned design it is suggested to use portable equipments like por- 
table snow stakes for measuring the snowpack depth, or portable snow-weig- 
hing gauges for measuring the snowpack water equivalent. However the use 
of the existing modem devices allowlng the continuous measurement of the 
water equivalent of snow (utilizatlon of the radioactive emitters, snow plllows, 
etc.) in our country in the years ahead is very unlikely. In spite of the advan- 
tages of these modem devices allowlng the automation of the snow measuring 
process, they are characterized also by various disadvantages if compared with 
the tradltionally ušed snow weighing gauges (possible failure, non-represen- 
tativeness of the measured values with regard to the snow conditlons in the 
adjacent area, supply of informations from only one measuring point, high 
cost, etc.j.

More suitable appear to be those measurement methods that supply relati- 
vely fast informations on the snow storage upon large areas, e. g. the photo- 
grammetric surveying (ground, alrhorne, satellite] or methods using the natu
rel radiatlon emitted by the Earth.

The results obtained in our experlments in which we ušed the ground stereo- 
photogrammetry for measuring the snowpack depth [17] proved that, in our 
conditlons, it is suitable to measure the snowpack depth by photogrammetry 
on the so called ,,indicating plots“; a correct selection of the number and of 
the position of these plots in larger catchment areas provides data which, 
after supplementlng them by the values of the snowpack density, may be ušed 
in the calculatlon of the water amount in the snowpack.

The results obtained in the research of the snowpack variability confirmed 
that the distributlon of the snow accumulation in mountains is non-homogenous 
[8, 15, 20]. The non-homogeneity of the snowpack distributlon was consldered 
also in the desing of the genetic-geographic snow-measurement network and is 
characterized by the fact that in the čase of a variable distributlon of the snow 
accumulation, there exist certain regularitles. Detailed measurements and 
research in experimental and representative basins helped to unvell these re- 
gularities.

In our country the problems of the snow hydrology are being studied in the 
experimental catchment area of the creek Bystrá (Low-Tatra mountains), from 
where a very detailed snow measurement data has already been obtained, and 
ušed in the solution of a number of research problems.

The most significant regularity in the distributlon of snow storage is the de
pendence of the water equivalent upon the altitude. This dependence is evldent 
already at the start of the snow cover formation, and shows a very expres- 
sive character particularly during the culmination of the snow accumulation 
prior to the snow-melt season.

Knowing the relation of the snow water equivalent to the altitude, it is 
then possible to transfrom tre non-homogeneous results obtained from the 
measurements of the snow water equivalent to a homogeneous statistical samp- 
le [18]. Such sample is characterized by a much smaller variability (expres- 
sed by the coefficient of variation) and can be processed by using the methods 
of mathematical statistics.
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Other dependence háve been found between the snowpack water equivalent 
and the expositlon of the slopes, the vegetation cover, and other less signifi- 
cant characteristics. In generál however, the proportion of these factors with 
respects to the accuracy in determination of the distribution of snow accumu- 
latlon proved to be less substantial. More significant relations háve been found 
so far only in smaller watersheds. In larger areas it proved to be sufficient 
to také Into account only the relatlon of the snowpack water equivalent to the 
altltude.

Identification of such a relationship enables, provided a suitable located and 
dense measurement network, to determine the water content in snowpack with 
accuracy corresponding to the demands of water management and hydro- 
loglcal practice. A method has been developed [19] for calculation and asses- 
sment of the accuracy In determination of the water content in snowpack. The 
use of this method and its accuracy theoretically depend on how the water 
equivalent of snowpack is belng measured.

If the requlrements on the accuracy of the determination of water content 
in the snowpack are not too high—in cases of the rough estimations of the 
water amount stored in the snowpack — the approximate methods of calcula- 
tion can be ušed. Then the detailed snow-measurement network can be simpli- 
fied by the optimal selection of the snow-measurement station from which the 
measured data can be ušed in the calculation with the required accuracy. 
Similarly can be ušed the data from the existing snow measurement network 
if less accurate results are sufficient. Even in some such simplified cases the 
obtained accuracy of results was satisfactory for practical use. Both mentioned 
methods were ušed in the determination of the water content snowpack in the 
basin of the river Orava and the obtained results were ušed as a base for the 
estimation of the spring inflow into the Orava-reservoir [9].

On large areas characterized by a variable relief, the variability of the snow 
accumulation will be larger.

Areas exist where it is suitable to use a particular and relatively close depen
dence of the water content in the snowpack on the altitude. Such dependence 
will differ from that one valid for the adjacent areas. Research on this problém 
resulted in the development of a method by which it was possible to select 
such similar areas (watersheds, resp. groups of watersheds) over the territory 
of Slovakia [21]. The method resulted in a relatively very detailed distribu
tion of the territory into areas characterized by an almost homogenous distri
bution of the snow accumulation. In this way, a basis has been established for 
the formation of subsets of the data measured for the determination of the 
water accumulation of the snow cover, and also a basis for the rational ar
rangement of the snow measurement networks in larger catchment areas, 
significant for water economy.

The application of methods suggested for the direct calculation of the water 
content in the snowpack proved that, even with a smáli number of the snow 
measurement stations, a satisfactory results can be achieved, provided the ap
plication of the representative method of measurement of the snowpack water 
equivalent. With data measured in the experimental basin of the creek Bystrá 
(area 35 sq. km, altitude above sea level: 575 to 2043 m] an accuracy has been 
obtained that by far exceeded the requirements of the practice (deviations 
less than ± 5 %]. This high accuracy results from the very dense snow measu-
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rement network installed on a smáli area of the basin. In the basin of the 
Orava-reservoir (area 1182 km^) the slmplification of the very detailed snow 
measurement network down to two snow courses resulted in an ± 10 % ac- 
curacy of the calculation.

Such results can be achieved only if establishing in the investigated cat- 
chment area first a temporary (4—6 years) detailed snow measurement network 
In order to obtain accurate calculations of the water content in the snowpack, 
and then by symplifying it to an economically suitable extent [for continuous 
measurements), related to the desired accuracy level.

EXTRAPOLATION OF THE DIRECT MEASUREMENTS FROM UNFORESTED 
TO FORESTED AREAS

The forest, as a part of the catchment area, creates speciál conditions with 
respect to the formation and accumulation of the snowpack. The determination 
•of its effect on the formation and distribution of the snowpack during the 
winter season requires the instalation of a sufficient number of the snow 
measurement stations in the forest. As far as regards the present situation in 
Slovakia, the number of snow measurlng stations is unsatisfactory and, in ad- 
dltion, there is only little hope [from the reasons of organisation) that the 
number of such stations in the forested areas will he significantly tncreased 
in the future years. It is therefore urgently necessary to develop a method 
of the indlrect evaluation of the amount of water in snow stored in the forest 
based on the data of snow measurements on open areas. This method should 
encompass a relation of the water equivalents of the snowpack on open and 
forested areas, depending upon the weather conditions of the winter period 
and morphology of the examined territory. The results ohtalned from the 
measurements of a genetic-geographical network in the hasin of the Orava — 
reservoir yielded valuable informations on the snow depth, density, and of the 
snow water equivalent, respectively, in the forest and in the unforested areas 
and proved to be useful in the determination of the relations between them. 
A description of this genetic-geographical network, and of the measurements 
carried out, can be found in [1, 20]. The forest formations are represented by 
the spruce-tree, this being a monoculture in the catchment area.

As far as regards the determination of the differences in the snow cover 
formation in the forested and unforested areas, and the expression of relations 
between them, in generál two approaches can be ušed: either a genetical one in 
a broad sense, or a statistical approach, using the comparison of the differen
ces of the snow depth and density in both considered environments. In the 
first approach the differences in the snow cover formation are determined 
in dependence on the climatic conditions of the winter period, and in depen
dence on the orography. The experimente carried out with the aim to achieve 
results by using the genetical approach were not very succesful [1]. Due to 
the relatlvely smáli and therefore incomplete set of the measured data it is 
impossible, at the present time, to determine the relations between the ac
cumulation of snow and the meteorological elements. A more complex study 
of the dynamice of the entire procese has not yet been made, so far. For this 
reason we háve concentrated our efforts to find out relations that would
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enable us to calculate, by means of a slmple method, the depth of snowpack, 
as well as its density and water equivalent in the forest form the data mea- 
sured on unforested areas. From the entire winter we ušed data evallable cha- 
racterizlng the period of the continuous increase of the snowpack up to its 
maximum value [1]. The closeness of the relationships with respect to the 
snow depth calculation was expressed by the coefficients of correlation, these 
reaching the value of r = 0,70—0,86 for higher altitudes, and r = 0,50—0,65 
[3] for the lower situated areas of the basin. An important effect showed large 
temperature fluctuations in the lower parts, this having been also the cause 
of a discontinuous increase of the snow cover, interrupted by frequent occu- 
rences of snow melts.

The aím of the further research was to develope a method by means of 
which it would be possible to determine indirectly the snowpack density in the 
forest by using of those meteorological data that indicate the change of the 
snowpack density. In the first stage we ušed as characteristic value the time of 
the bedding of the snow cover, expressed by the number of days, the number 
of days with a wind speed > 4 m/sec., the sum of the maximum positive air 
temperature, and the total precipitation, all data measured from December 
1-st. The obtained results are described in [2, 3]. A better accuracy was ob- 
tained by determining of the relation of the snowpack density in the forest 
to the snowpack density in an unforested area [3]. The quantttative expres- 
sion of the difference in the snow storage in the considered both media [fores- 
ted and unforested) would mean the determination of the mutual relations 
„forested and unforested area“ with respect to the snowpack water equivalent.

In the calculation for the determination of the snowpack water equivalent 
in the forest we ušed the data of the snowpack water equivalent measured in 
the unforested area, as well as the characteristics of the meteorological ele- 
ments that háve been ušed in the indirect determination of the snowpack den
sity. The values of the resulting correlation coefficients were in the range from 
0,86 to 0,97. These relations are naturaly of a local signlficance and hold true 
only for the basin in consideration. In another catchment area with a different 
areal representation of the forest, even with the same type of the forest cover, 
these relations would be also different and therefore the application of the 
achleved results in another catchment area is practically impossible without 
having been first satlsfactorlly verified.

INDIRECT EVALUATION OF THE WATER AMOUNT IN THE SNOWPACK OF THE
CATCHMENT AREA

Taking into consideration the methods ušed in the forecasting of the runoff 
volume from the stored snowpack [9, 10], we made attempts to answer the 
question as to how and to what extent it is possible' to substitute the directly 
measured data of the water equivalent of the snowpack (usually available 
only from a short period) by an indirect index which would relatively reflect 
the change in the amount of the snow accumulation at the beginning of the 
spring snow-melt in the particular years of a suitably long period. In the 
analysis of the possibilities to determine such an indirect index we ušed on one 
hand the available data on the snow cover, on the other hand followlng data:
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total precipitation, alr temperature and degree-day factor [11]. Due to incom- 
plete or missing data on the hydrological parametres of the snow cover an 
analysls of the indlrect index was carrled out in whlch the afore-mentioned 
basic meteorological elements were ušed. This indirect index represents a sim- 
ple model of the formation of the water storage In snowpack of the basin. 
This formation consists of two contradlctory processes, i. e. the accumulation 
and the snow melt process.

As criterion for the evaluation of the state of the fallen precipitation the 
daily measured data of the alr temperature (average, maximum and minimum 
values of the alr temperature] were ušed. In čase of need to obtain a more 
accurate dlfferentiatlon of the total precipitation (rain and snow] the calcula- 
tion would be far more complex, The snow-melt was made proportional to the 
positive mean daily air temperature, i. e. to the positive degree-days and to 
the degree-day factor (y), expressed in mm of water from the snow-melt cor- 
respondlng to one positive degree-day. The trend of the [gj] ~ values changing 
with the air — temperature and with the tlme, has been explained by more 
physical reasoníngs. In spíte of this, the ušed gj — values as they are repre- 
sented in the ušed scheme, are to be consldered as being only an extreme 
simplification of the reality [both the quantltatlve data as such, and the trend 
of their increase with the increasing alr temperature during a given time in
terval and towards to the spring months). Such an establlshed indirect index 
of the water accumulation in the snowpack, analyzed in [12, 13], represents an 
example of the utmost extreme simplification of the complex processes of the 
snow accumulation and its decrease during the winter season. This indlrect 
index also reveals what extreme and yet still acceptable simplifications can be 
applied, and how large is the domaln for research in oder to achieve a higher 
accuracy in this calculations.

A comparlson of the results of calculations with direct measurements of 
the water accumulation in the snowpack in the basin of the Orava-reservoir re- 
vealed that, even in the čase of uslng the extremeiy simplified assumptlons on 
the water storage formation In the snowpack, and a minimum of the ušed infor- 
mations, yet acceptable results were achieved. In [12,13] are presented the re
sults of the calculation of relatlons between the directly measured values and 
the calculated Indirect indexes of the water amount in the snowpack for the 
particular years of the period 1967/1968—1973/1974 and In the entire period. 
The resulting correlation coefficients (r) were within the range 0,84—0,96, and 
its value for the entire ušed period was r = 0,94. The errors of the estimation 
expressed by means of the standard deviation of the directly measured and 
computed values was within the range of a = 19,0—6,0 mm in the particular 
years, and a = 15,8 mm for the entire ušed period. Assuming the average maxi
mum water accumulation in the snowpack of the basin to be 150 mil. m^ [9] 
then we derive this accumulation by using the indirect index in the considered 
years with an accuracy of about ± 12 %. The submitted scheme of calculation 
is able to depict not only relatlvely the changes in the snow accumulation in 
the particular years of the considered period, but yields also quantitative values 
which are enough close to those obtalned by direct measurements. In view of 
the fact that the applied meteorological data represent the basic input data for 
the calculation, it is possible to apply this scheme even in larger catchment 
areas.
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On the one Iiand we recognize that the calculated indirect indices of the 
water accumulated in the snowpack may only temporarily substitute the data 
of direct measurements which are irreplaceable for certain types of hydro- 
logical calculatlons and forecasts. However, on the other hand, these indirect 
indices in some cases may be quite sufficient, and in consequence, no need 
then will arise to organize and finance a large-scale direct measurements. For 
example, if a continuous day by day calculation of the water amount in the 
snowpack during the winter-spring season will be needed, then their calcula- 
tions and expressions by indirect indices will be unavoidable. Periodical direct 
measurements will then represent checking points of the day by day calcula- 
tions. It is evident, that also such calculatlons represent an economical effect.

Doubtless exist other reál possibilities of obtainlng a more accurate value 
of the indirect index. A larger or smaller simplification, or reversely, a further 
improvement of this model will result from the mentioned range and quality 
of the hydrometeorological data in the particular catchament areas. Further 
analysis of the data and of the factors involved in the contemporary theoretical 
conception of the process of the water storage formation in the snowpack will 
then establish a suitable base for the modification of the model for the partl-
cular catchment areas.

\

CONCLUSIONS

The submitted páper shows the fact, that attention is paid to the problems 
connected with the direct measurements of the main hydrological parameters 
of the snowpack as well as to the determination of the indirect indices within 
the framework of the hydrological research on the carpathian rivers on the 
czechoslovak territory. The obtalned results are applicable in practice. Direct 
measurements of the snowpack provide us with the most reliable informations 
on the snow regime in the watershed, if the arrangement of the installed snow 
measurement network corresponds to the variability of the snow storage dis- 
tribution. The data on the snow accumulation in the forest, which in the Carpat- 
hians covers a large parts of the catchments, can be indirectly derived. The 
water amount in the snowpack evaluated from the measured data provides 
a basis for development of a more accurate indirect procedures ušed in the de
termination of the snow storage. Taking into consideration reál time intervale 
between the direct measurements, and the practical needs to know the daily 
values of the snow accumulation for short — or longterm forecasts of the 
runoff from the meltlng snow (mathematical modelling of this process), it 
becomes apparent that an ideál method will be the combination of the direct 
measurement of the snow accumulation with its indirect evaluation in the inter
val between two measurements. Such a method gradually increases the accuracy 
of the indirect methods, and allows the transition from the indices of the snow 
accumulation to quantltatively reál values.
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ňOSEO T y P H A H, FABPHEJIA BABHAKOBA, SUVAPil lU H M O

METO/ILI OnPE/I,EJIEHHH SAHACA BOflBI B CHETKHOM HOKPOBE POPHBIX 
BACCEÚHOB HA TEPPHTOPHH C.IIOBAKHH

Ecjih mu npeHCTaBHM Moaejib npouecca HaKon.)ieHHS CHeacHbix sanacoB, oxTenejiH h cxOKa H3 
HHX BO BceM 3HMHe — BecenneM nepHOae e snae KOMUjieKCa, cocxoamcro H3 neKoxoporo UHCJia 
cyÔMOflejieä, mu oÔHapyacHM, axo b caMOM Ha^iajie mu ECxpeuaeMCH c ochobhoíí npoÔJiCMOH 
onpenejieHHH caMoro Ba>KHoro napaMexpa-BejiMqHHbi h npocxpancxBeimoro pacnpeaeJieHHs sanaca 
boäh B CHeatHOM noKpoBO. B aoKJiaÄe npHBoamca KopoxKHH pasSop HeKOxopux npoôjieM, CBasan- 
Hbix c onpeaejieHHeM sthx aanacos npH npxMOM hjih KOCBeHHOM hx onpeaejieHHH.

Hcnojibsya np.xMO HSMepeHHue naHHBie, mu BUBejín cnoco6 pacuexa oOteMa boäbi b chcjkhom 
noKpoBe Äjia OTce.xBiibix ÔacceiÍHOB. HccjieaoBaHHe sasucHMOCXH EOÄHOro oKBHBajieHxa CHejKHoro 
noKpOBa OT BHCOxu iiaÄ yposneM Mopa h CBsaamiaa c sxhm paiioHHsauiia bthx aaBHCHMOcxeS na
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TeppHTOpHH CjiOBaKHH iiosBOJiaCT Hcnojib30BaTb 9TOT C110C06 pac^icTa B JIJ060M óacceŽHe. JXa.n- 

Hbie o aanacax cnera b jiecy, Koxopbm b fíojibiuHHCTBe cjiy^iaeB noKpbiBaex aHaqHxejiBHyio ^acTb 
njLomajiH HauiHx ôacceÔHOB, mbi sbisejiH KOCBeHHbíM nyreM h3 H3MepeHHLix bcjihhhh Ha OTKpbi- 
TOM npocxpaHCTBe h h3 MexeopojiornqecKHx ^aKxopoB, KOToptie BLisBiBaiox pasHHiíy b oSpaso- 
BBHHH sanaca cnera Ha o6oiix BbímeynoMHHyxbix iipocxpaHCXBax. Blijio noKaaaHO, hto npH ox- 
cyxcxByiouíHx npaMbix HSMepeHHHX CHejKHoro noKposa mo>kho KOCBenHbíM nyxeM BbiBecxH no- 
Kasaxejib aanaca boäbi b sxom noKpoBe, Hcxoaa h3 caMoň npocxoH cxeMbi pacnexa, BKjHOHameii 
ocHOBHbie MexeopojiorHHecKHe ajieMCHXbi — cyKMapHbie oca^KH h xeMnepaxypy B03ji;yxa. BBHXty 
xaHHoro oÓBeMa aoKJiafla onenb KopoxKO xapaxxepHsyeM npoÓJiCMaxHKy c MexojiHHecKOH xohkh 
3peHHH, HH(|)opMHpyeM 06 HcnojibsyeMbix MexoÄax h npeAynpeHcaaeM na cxaxbH, onyójiHKOBaHHbie 
HaMH, B KOTOpbix npHBencHbí ÄOCxHXHyxbie pesyjixaxbi.
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